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In this presentation we summarize results in Robins and Rotnitzky (2001) concerning the
problem of estimating the actual e®ect of treatment in randomized clinical trials with noncompliance and a dichotomous outcome. We allow both for the assigned and actual treatment to be
continuous categorical or ordinal and for the possibility that the assigned treatment has a direct
e®ect on the outcome through pathways other than actual treatment..Our proposed methodology
is based on the logistic structural mean model of Robins (1997) and Robins et. al. (1999).
Special challenges arise for analyzing binary outcomes with logistic structural mean models.
Speci¯cally, for continuous or count outcomes, unbiased estimating functions for the (structural)
treatment e®ect of the additive and multiplicative structural mean models of Robins (1994) exist
even in the presence of many continuous and discrete exogenous baseline covariates, provided the
randomization probabilities (i.e. the conditional density of the instrument given the exogenous
baseline covariates) are known. However, unless the causal sharp null hypothesis of no e®ect of
either assigned or actual treatment holds, such unbiased estimating functions do not exist for the
structural parameters of the logistic structural mean model. As a consequence, the best that can
be hoped for are estimators, such as those proposed in this presentation, that are guaranteed both
(i) to consistently estimate the (null) treatment e®ect when the null hypothesis of no e®ect of either
assigned or actual treatment is true and, (ii) to have small bias when the true treatment e®ect is
close but not equal to zero. In particular, one can use an estimator satisfying (i) in conjunction with
its estimated standard error to construct a test that is an asymptotically distribution free ®¡level
test both of the intention to treat null hypothesis that the outcome is conditionally independent of
assigned treatment given baseline covariates and of the null hypothesis of no causal e®ect of either
assigned or actual treatment. In the presence of noncompliance the possibility of constructing
estimators that satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) is one of the most important bene¯ts to be realized
from a randomized experiment. Because of the considerable cost associated with conducting a
randomized experiment, we would regard as less than satisfactory any analytic approach that failed
to satisfy (i) and (ii). Our work was stimulated by a recent paper on placebo controlled trials
by Vansteelandt and Goetghebeur (2001) in which these authors, in conjunction with J Robins,
proposed an estimation method that satis¯ed (i) and (ii). However, when some subjects in the
placebo arm take the active treatment Vansteelandt and Goetghebeur modelling strategy can be
internally inconsistent. For this reason, we prefer our proposed approach to that of Vansteelandt
and Goetghebeur, in spite of their approach being less computationally demanding.
Under the exclusion assumption that assigned treatment has no direct e®ect on the outcome,
the problem treated in this paper is equivalent to the problem of how to use an instrumental variable (i.e. assigned treatment) to estimate the e®ect of an endogenous (i.e. actual) treatment on
a dichotomous response variable. This latter problem is a long standing problem in econometrics
that was recently reviewed by Angrist (2001). When data on many continuous and discrete ex1

ogenous baseline covariates have been obtained, to the best of our knowledge, the only proposed
econometric solutions are for the special case in which both assigned and actual treatment are
themselves dichotomous, there are no de¯ers (i.e. there are no subjects such that they take treatment if and only if they are assigned to the control arm), the known randomization probabilities
may depend on baseline covariates, and interest is in the treatment e®ect among those who comply
with their assigned treatment (Abadie, 2001; Hirano, Imbens, Rubin and Zhou, 2000). For this
special case, Abadie's estimator, in contrast to Hirano et. al's, satis¯es conditions (i) and (ii). In
essence, the reason for the failure of Hirano's et al estimator is that it does not use knowledge of
the randomization probabilities and thus, as shown by Robins and Ritov (1997), it cannot satisfy
(i).
Often it is logistically or ethically impossible to conduct a randomized experiment. In that
case one can sometimes ¯nd a variable that one is willing to consider an instrumental variable
within levels of a vector of covariates. For example, one might regard the prescribed dose of
a drug therapy to be an instrument for the dose actually taken within levels of the often high
dimensional vector of prognostic factors used by physicians to determine the need for the therapy.
Unlike in designed experiments, it would be typical for the probability of the instrument to depend
in a complex fashion on such a high dimensional vector of covariates. Furthermore, unlike in a
designed experiment, the probability of the instrument (prescribed therapy) conditional on the
vector of prognostic factors would not be known and would have be estimated from the data using
a dimension reducing, usually parametric, model. In such cases, no estimators satisfying (i) and
(ii) will exist. The best that can be hoped for with a logistic structural mean model is, as argued
in this presentation, to succeed in constructing an estimator that is so-called doubly robust or
doubly protected under the null hypothesis of no e®ect of either prescribed or actual treatment.
For additive or multiplicative structural mean models, estimators that are also doubly robust at
non-null parameter values are available (Robins, 2000).
We now summarize the model assumptions and the inferential problem treated in this presentation. We assume that we observe n iid copies Oi ; i = 1; :::; n; of the vector O = (L; Z; X; Y )
where L is a vector recording pre-randomization covariates, Z records the randomly assigned
treatment, X is the treatment actually received, and Y is the dichotomous indicator outcome of
interest which we assume takes the values 0 or 1. Both Z and X can be discrete or continuous
variables. Throughout, random variables are denoted with capital letters and their supports with
the corresponding calligraphic letter.
To de¯ne treatment e®ects and our model we ¯rst de¯ne for each value z 2 Z; x 2 X the
potential outcome Yzx (Neyman, 1923, Rubin, 1978, Robins 1986): This is de¯ned as the value
of the dichotomous outcome of interest had, possible contrary to fact, Z been set to z and X set
to x: Our semiparametric model, which throughout we denote by A; has observed data O and is
`
de¯ned by the following restrictions: a) f (z j L) is known by design, b) Z Yzx j L; w.p.1 for all
z 2 Z; x 2 X ; c) Y = Yzx if Z = z; X = x; d)
° (l; z; x) = ° (`; z; x; Ã0 )
where
° (z; x; l) = log

½

P (Yzx = 1jZ = z; X = x; L = l)
P (Yzx = 0jZ = z; X = x; L = l)

¾Á ½

P (Yz0 = 1jZ = z; X = x; L = l)
P (Yz0 = 0jZ = z; X = x; L = l)

(1)
¾

and Ã0 is an unknown parameter vector of dimension p and ° (`; z; x; Ã) is a known function
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satisfying ° (`; z; 0; Ã) = ° (`; z; x; 0) = 0 and e) b (z0 j `) = t (`) + t¤ (`; z) ;with t (`) a completely unknown function, t¤ (`; z) a known function satisfying t (`; 0) = 0 and b (zxjd) ´
©¡1 fP (Yzx = 1jD = d)g where © (u) = eu = (1 + eu ) and ©¡1 (u) = log fu= (1 ¡ u)g : Our goal
is to estimate the function ° (z; x; l) which measures the causal e®ect, on the logistic scale, of
assigned treatment z and actual treatment x on the population assigned to z and treated with
x and with baseline covariates equal to l: Randomization guarantees that Assumption b) holds.
Assumption c) links the counterfactual data to the observed data. We make assumption d) in
order to identify ° (z; x; l) : We do so because without modeling restrictions on ° (l; z; x) ; this function is not generally identi¯ed from the observed data O: (See Robins,1994). Following Robins
(1997) and Robins et al (1999) we call the model (1); a logistic structural mean model. Note that
° (`; z; x; 0) = 0 implies that if Ã0 = 0 then the treatment X = x has no e®ect on the outcome in
the subpopulation with X observed to be x: Finally, assumption e) says that the direct e®ect of
assigned treatment on the outcome when treatment actually taken is set to zero is known. Note
that the special choice t¤ (`; z) = 0 is equivalent to the assumption that P (Yz0 = 1jL) is the same
for all z and therefore is implied by (but does not imply) the exclusion assumption Yzx = Yx w.p.1
for all z 2 Z and x 2 X .
Though ideally we would like to make inference about Ã0 under model A; unfortunately, due
to the curse of dimensionality (Huber, 1985, Robins and Ritov, 1997) this is not feasible unless
Ã0 = 0 and t¤ (`; z) = 0. Thus, in order to obtain well behaved estimators of Ã0 when Ã0 6= 0 we
propose estimating Ã0 under a parametric model for the law of the observed data. However, we
do not ¯t the model by maximum likelihood because the MLE of Ã0 is not guaranteed to either (i)
consistently estimate the (null) treatment e®ect Ã0 = 0 when the sharp null hypothesis Yzx = Y
w:p:1 of no e®ect of actual or assigned treatment is true or (ii) to have small bias when the true
treatment e®ect Ã0 is close but not equal to zero and assigned treatment has no direct e®ect on
the outcome i.e. t¤ (l; z) = 0.
We now describe estimating equations whose solutions satisfy (i) and (ii). Let q (`; z; x) ´
b (z0 j `; z; x) ¡ b (z0 j `; z; x = 0) where b (zx0 jl; z; x) denotes ©¡1 fE (Yzx0 jl; z; x)g and © (u) :=
eu = (1 + eu ) : Robins and Rotnitzky (2001) showed that the observed data law can be parameterized
in terms of ° (`; z; x) ; f (x j `; z) ; t (`) ; and q (`; z; x) because b (z0 j `; z; 0) depends on q (`; z; x) ;
t (`) and f (x j `; z) since it is the unique solution to the integral equation
Z
¤
(2)
© ft (`) + t (`; z)g = © fq (`; z; x) + v (`; z)g dF (x j `; z)
Robins and Rotnitzky (2001) provide the explicit analytical solution of (2) when X is binary.
Our proposed estimator of Ã is computed by the following two-stage estimation procedure.
At stage 1, postulate working parametric models f (x j `; z; ®) ; t (`; !) and q (`; z; x; µ) for the unknowns
f (x j `; z) ; t´(`) and q (`; z; x) : For each ¯xed value of Ã; compute the estimator ½b (Ã) =
³
®
b (Ã) ; !
b (Ã) ; µb (Ã) of ½ = (®; !; µ) ; that maximize the parametric log-likelihood
Q
P (Yi jLi ; Zi ; Xi ; Ã; ½)Yi f (Xi j Li ; Zi ; ®) ; or otherwise compute ®
b (Ã) = ®
b by maximizing
Qi
b
b (Ã) by maximizing the parametric conditional likei j Li ; Zi ; ®) and then compute µ (Ã) ; !
i f (X
Q
Yi
b; !) over µ; ! with ®
b and Ã held ¯xed. At stage 2, compute the
lihood i P (Yi jLi ; Zi ; Xi ; Ã; µ; ®
P
b
estimator Ã of Ã that solves i [b
cef f (Li ; Zi ; Ã) ¡ E fb
cef f (Li ; Zi ; Ã) jLi g] Hi (Ã; ½b (Ã)) = 0; where
© 0
ª
E½ © [M1 (½)] jL; Z fY ¡ © [M2 (Ã; ½)]g
H (Ã; ½) =
+ © fM1 (½)g ¡ © fM3 (½)g
E½ f©0 [M2 (Ã; ½)] jL; Zg
3

with M1 (½) = q (L; Z:X; µ)+v (L; Z; X; ½) ; M2 (Ã; ½) = ° (L; Z; X; Ã)+q (L; Z; X; µ)+v (L; Z; X; ½) ;
M3 (½) = t (L; !) + t¤ (L; Z) and b
cef f (Li ; Zi ; Ã) = cef f (Li ; Zi ; Ã; ½b (Ã)) where
n 0
o
cef f (L; Z; Ã; ½) = s (L; Z; Ã; ½) E © [M1 (½)] [@° (L; Z; X; Ã) =@Ã] jL; Z ¡
©
ª
0
E s (L; Z; Ã; ½) © [M1 (½)] [@° (L; Z; X; Ã) =@Ã] jL
s (L; Z; Ã; ½) ©0 [M3 (½)]
E fs (L; Z; Ã; ½) ©0 [M3 (½)] jLg
© 0
ª © £ 0
¤ª2
with s (L; Z; Ã; ½) = E © [M2 (½)] jL; Z = E © [M1 (½)] jL; Z
: The asymptotic variance of
Ãb is equal to the semiparametric variance bound for Ã in model A under correct speci¯cation of
the working models for f (x j `; z) ; t (`) and q (`; z; x) :
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